Visual signals in an optomotor reflex: systems and information theoretic analysis.
Compensatory optomotor reflexes were examined in crayfish (Procambarus clarkii) with oscillating sine wave gratings and step displacements of a single stripe. A capacitance transducer was used to measure the rotation of the eyestalk about its longitudinal axis. System studies reveal a spatial frequency response independent of velocity and stimulus amplitude and linear contrast sensitivity similar to that of neurons in the visual pathway. The reflex operates at low temporal frequencies (<0.002 Hz to 0.5 Hz) and exhibits a low-pass temporal frequency response with cut-off frequency of 0.1 Hz. Eyestalk rotation increases as a saturable function of the angular stimulus displacement. When compared to the oscillatory response, transient responses are faster, and they exhibit a lower gain for large stimulus displacements. These differences may reflect system nonlinearity and/or the presence of at least two classes of afferents in the visual pathway. Our metric for information transmission is the Kullback-Leibler (K-L) distance, which is inversely proportional to the probability of an error in distinguishing two stimuli. K-L distances are related to differences in responsiveness for variations in spatial frequency, contrast, and angular displacement. The results are interpreted in terms of the neural filters that shape the system response and the constraints that the K-L distances place on information transmission in the afferent visual pathway.